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Brief Contributions
Stef Graillat

Abstract—Several different techniques and softwares intend to improve the
accuracy of results computed in a fixed finite precision. Here, we focus on a
method to improve the accuracy of the product of floating-point numbers. We show
that the computed result is as accurate as if computed in twice the working
precision. The algorithm is simple since it only requires addition, subtraction, and
multiplication of floating-point numbers in the same working precision as the given
data. Such an algorithm can be useful for example to compute the determinant of a
triangular matrix and to evaluate a polynomial when represented by the root
product form. It can also be used to compute the integer power of a floating-point
number.
Index Terms—Accurate product, exponentiation, finite precision, floating-point
arithmetic, faithful rounding, error-free transformations.

Ç
INTRODUCTION

IN this paper, we present fast and accurate algorithms to compute
the product of floating-point numbers. Our aim is to increase the
accuracy at a fixed precision. We show that the results have the same
error estimates as if computed in twice the working precision and
then rounded to working precision. Then, we address the problem
on how to compute a faithfully rounded result, that is to say, the
computed result is equal to the exact result if the latter is a floatingpoint number and otherwise is one of the two adjacent floatingpoint numbers of the exact result.
This paper was motivated by papers [1], [2], [3], [4], and [5],
where similar approaches are used to compute summation, dot
product, polynomial evaluation, and integer power.
The applications of our algorithms are multiple. One of the
examples frequently used in Sterbenz’s book [6] is the computation
of the product of some floating-point numbers. Our algorithms can
be used, for instance, to compute the determinant of a triangle
matrix
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Indeed, the determinant of T is
detðT Þ ¼

n
Y
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Another application is for evaluating a polynomial
when repreQ
sented by the root product form pðxÞ ¼ an ni¼1 ðx  xi Þ. We can
also apply our algorithms to compute the integer power of a
floating-point number.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
recall notations and auxiliary results that will be needed in the
sequel. We present the floating-point arithmetic and the so-called
error-free transformations. In Section 3, we present a classic
algorithm to compute the product of floating-point numbers. We
give an error estimate as well as a validated error bound. We also
present a new compensated algorithm together with an error
estimate and a validated error bound. We show that under mild
assumptions, our algorithm gives a faithfully rounded result. We
also present an accurate algorithm using a double-double library
and we compare it with our compensated algorithm. In Section 4,
we apply our algorithm to compute the power of a floating-point
number. We propose two different algorithms: one with our
compensated algorithm, the other one with the use of a doubledouble library.

2
2.1

NOTATION AND AUXILIARY RESULTS
Floating-Point Arithmetic

Throughout this paper, we assume to work with a floating-point
arithmetic adhering to IEEE 754 floating-point standard in rounding to nearest [7]. We assume that no overflow nor underflow
occur. The set of floating-point numbers is denoted by IF, the
relative rounding error by eps. For IEEE 754 double precision, we
have eps ¼ 253 and for single precision eps ¼ 224 .
We denote by flðÞ the result of a floating-point computation,
where all operations inside parentheses are done in floating-point
working precision. Floating-point operations in IEEE 754 satisfy [8]
flða  bÞ ¼ ða  bÞð1 þ "1 Þ
¼ ða  bÞ=ð1 þ "2 Þ for  ¼ fþ; ; ; =g and

ð1Þ

j" j  eps for  ¼ 1; 2:

2.2

Error-Free Transformations

One can notice that a  b 2 IR and flða  bÞ 2 IF, but we usually do not
have a  b 2 IF. It is known that for the basic operations þ, , , the
approximation error of a floating-point operation is still a floatingpoint number (see, for example, [9]):
x ¼ flða  bÞ ) a  b ¼ x þ y with y 2 IF;
x ¼ flða  bÞ ) a  b ¼ x þ y
with y 2 IF:

ð2Þ

These are error-free transformations of the pair ða; bÞ into the
pair ðx; yÞ.
Fortunately, the quantities x and y in (2) can be computed
exactly in floating-point arithmetic. For the algorithms, we use
Matlab-like notations.
For addition, we can use the following algorithm by Knuth [10,
Thm. B, p. 236].
Algorithm 1 (Knuth [10]): Error-free transformation of the sum of
two floating-point numbers
function ½x; y ¼ TwoSumða; bÞ
x ¼ flða þ bÞ
z ¼ flðx  aÞ
y ¼ flðða  ðx  zÞÞ þ ðb  zÞÞ
For the error-free transformation of a product, we first need to
split the input argument into two parts. Let p be given by eps ¼ 2p
and define s ¼ dp=2e. For example, if the working precision is
IEEE 754 double precision, then p ¼ 53 and s ¼ 27. The following
algorithm by Dekker [9] splits a floating-point number a 2 IF into
two parts x and y such that
a¼xþy

and

x and y nonoverlapping with jyj  jxj:
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Algorithm 2 (Dekker [9]): Error-free split of a floating-point number
into two parts
function ½x; y ¼ Splitða; bÞ
factor ¼ flð2s þ 1Þ
c ¼ flðfactor  aÞ
x ¼ flðc  ðc  aÞÞ
y ¼ flða  xÞ
With this function, an algorithm from Veltkamp (see [9]) makes it
possible to compute an error-free transformation for the product of
two floating-point numbers. This algorithm returns two floatingpoint numbers x and y such that
a  b ¼ x þ y with x ¼ flða  bÞ:
Algorithm 3 (Veltkamp [9]): Error-free transformation of the product
of two floating-point numbers
function ½x; y = TwoProductða; bÞ
x ¼ flða  bÞ
½a1 ; a2  ¼ SplitðaÞ
½b1 ; b2  ¼ SplitðbÞ
y ¼ flða2  b2  ðððx  a1  b1 Þ  a2  b1 Þ  a1  b2 ÞÞ
The following theorem summarizes the properties of algorithm
TwoProduct.
Theorem 1 (Ogita et al. [1]). Let a, b 2 IF and let x, y 2 IF such that
½x; y ¼ TwoProductða; bÞ (Algorithm 3). Then,
a  b ¼ x þ y;

x ¼ flða  bÞ;

jyj  epsjxj;

jyj  epsja  bj:

ð3Þ

The algorithm TwoProduct requires 17 flops.
The TwoProduct algorithm can be rewritten in a very simple
way if a Fused-Multiply-and-Add ðFMAÞ operator is available on the
targeted architecture [11]. Some computers have an FMA operation
that enables a floating-point multiplication followed by an addition
to be performed as a single floating-point operation. The Intel IA-64
architecture, implemented in the Intel Itanium processor, has an
FMA instruction as well as the IBM RS/6000 and the PowerPC before
it and as the new Cell processor [12]. On the Itanium processor, the
FMA instruction enables a multiplication and an addition to be
performed in the same number of cycles than one multiplication or
one addition. As a result, it seems to be advantageous for speed as
well as for accuracy.
Theoretically, this means that for a, b, c 2 IF, the result of
FMAða; b; cÞ is the nearest floating-point number of a  b þ c 2 IR. The
FMA satisfies
FMAða; b; cÞ ¼ ða  b þ cÞð1 þ "1 Þ
¼ ða  b þ cÞ=ð1 þ "2 Þ with j" j  eps for  ¼ 1; 2:

theoretical error bound. In Section 3.3, we give sufficient conditions
on the number of floating-point numbers so as to get a faithfully
rounded result. In Section 3.4, we give a validated computable
error bound for our new algorithm. In Section 3.5, we present the
classic recursive algorithm for computing the product of floatingpoint numbers but using internally a double-double library. This
makes it possible to achieve the same accuracy as the compensated
algorithm. Finally, in Section 3.6, we provide some numerical
experiments showing the performance of our compensated
algorithm.

3.1

Classic Method

The classic method for evaluating a product of n numbers
a ¼ ða1 ; a2 ; . . . ; an Þ
p¼

ai

i¼1

is the following algorithm.
Algorithm 5: Product evaluation
function res ¼ ProdðaÞ
p1 ¼ a1
for i ¼ 2 : n
pi ¼ flðpi1  ai Þ
end
res ¼ pn
This algorithm requires n  1 flops. Let us now analyze its
accuracy.
We will use standard notations and standard results for the
following error estimations (see [8]). The quantities n are defined
as usual [8] by
n :¼

neps
1  neps

for n 2 IN:

When using n , we implicitly assume that neps  1. A forward
error bound is
ja1 a2    an  resj ¼ ja1 a2    an  flða1 a2    an Þj  n1 ja1 a2    an j:
ð4Þ
Indeed, by induction,
res ¼ flða1 a2    an Þ ¼ a1 a2    an ð1 þ "2 Þð1 þ "3 Þ    ð1 þ "n Þ;

ð5Þ

with j"i j  eps for i ¼ 2 : n. It follows from Lemma 3.1 in [8, p. 63]
that ð1 þ "2 Þð1 þ "3 Þ; . . . ; ð1 þ "n Þ ¼ 1 þ n1 , where jn1 j  n1 .
We also have that ð1 þ k Þð1 þ j Þ ¼ ð1 þ kþj Þ.
It is shown in [13] that for a 2 IF, we have
1
ð1  epsÞn
1
and

1  neps


jaj
jaj
 fl
:
1  neps
1  ðn þ 1Þeps

ð1 þ epsÞn 

Due to the FMA, the TwoProduct algorithm can be rewritten as
follows, which costs only two flops:
Algorithm 4 (Ogita et al. [1]): Error-free transformation of the
product of two floating-point numbers using an FMA.
function ½x; y ¼ TwoProductFMAða; bÞ
x¼ab
y ¼ FMAða; b; xÞ

n
Y

ð6Þ

We also have
ð1 þ "2 Þð1 þ "3 Þ    ð1 þ "n Þres ¼ a1 a2    an ;
and then it follows that

3

ACCURATE FLOATING-POINT PRODUCT

In this section, we present a new accurate algorithm to compute the
product of floating-point numbers. In Section 3.1, we recall the
classic method and we give a theoretical error bound as well as a
validated computable error bound. In Section 3.2, we present our
new algorithm based on a compensated scheme together with a

ja1 a2    an  resj  n1 jresj:
If meps  1 for m 2 IN, flðmepsÞ ¼ meps and flð1  mepsÞ ¼
1  meps. Therefore,
m  ð1 þ epsÞflðm Þ:
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Hence,

and so



n1 jresj
:
1  2eps

The previous inequality gives us a validated error bound that
can be computed in pure floating-point arithmetic in rounding to
nearest.

3.2

We present hereafter a compensated scheme to evaluate the
product of floating-point numbers, i.e., the error of individual
multiplication is somehow corrected. The technique used here is
based on the paper by Ogita et al. [1]. This technique using errorfree transformations have been widely used to provide some new
accurate algorithms in floating-point arithmetic (see [1] and [2] for
accurate sum and dot product and [3] and [4] for polynomial
evaluation). It was also recently used in [5] to accurately compute
the integer power of a floating-point number. We generalize the
work of Kornerup et al. [5] to the product of several floating-point
numbers.
Algorithm 6: Product evaluation with a compensated scheme
function res ¼ CompProdðaÞ
p1 ¼ a1
e1 ¼ 0
for i ¼ 2 : n
½pi ; i  ¼ TwoProductðpi1 ; ai Þ
ei ¼ flðei1 ai þ i Þ
end
res ¼ flðpn þ en Þ

Algorithm 7: Product evaluation with a compensated scheme with
TwoProductFMA and FMA
function res ¼ CompProdFMAðaÞ
p1 ¼ a1
e1 ¼ 0
for i ¼ 2 : n
½pi ; i  ¼ TwoProductFMAðpi1 ; ai Þ
ei ¼ FMAðei1 ; ai ; i Þ
end
res ¼ flðpn þ en Þ
We will provide an error analysis only for Algorithm CompProd.
The error analysis for CompProdFMA is very similar to the one of
CompProd with little changes having to be done to take into account
the operation ei ¼ FMAðei1 ; ai ; i Þ. This changes nearly nothing so
it is straightforward to modify the analysis to deal with it.
For error analysis, we note that
!
n
X
pn ¼ flða1 a2    an Þ and en ¼ fl
i aiþ1    an :
i¼2

We also have
n
X
i¼2

Pn

i¼2

i aiþ1    an .

i aiþ1    an ¼ pn þ e;

ji j  epsð1 þ i1 Þja1    ai j

for i ¼ 2 : n:

ð9Þ

Indeed, from (1), it follows that
ji j  epsjpi j:
Moreover, pi ¼ flða1 . . . ai Þ so that from (4),
jpi j  ð1 þ i1 Þja1    ai j:
Hence, ji j  epsð1 þ i1 Þja1    ai j.
The following lemma enables us to bound the rounding errors
during the computation of the error during the full product.
Lemma 1. Suppose floating-point numbers ei 2 IF, 1  i  n, are
computed by the following algorithm.

This algorithm requires 19n  18 flops if we use TwoProduct.
It only requires 3n  2 flops if we use TwoProductFMA instead
of TwoProduct (if, of course, an FMA is available) and
ei ¼ FMAðei1 ; ai ; i Þ instead of ei ¼ flðei1 ai þ i Þ.

where e ¼

p1 ¼ a1
for i ¼ 2 : n
½pi ; i  ¼ TwoProductðpi1 ; ai Þ
end
Then,

Compensated Method

p ¼ a1 a2    an ¼ flða1 a2    an Þ þ

NO. 7, JULY 2009

Before proving the main theorem, we will need a bound on the
individual error of the multiplication i as a function of the
original data ai .
Suppose floating-point numbers i 2 IF, 2  i  n, are computed by the following algorithm.

ja1 a2    an  resj  ð1 þ epsÞflðn1 Þjresj;

ja1 a2    an  resj  fl

VOL. 58,

ð8Þ

e1 ¼ 0
for i ¼ 2 : n
½pi ; i  ¼ TwoProductðpi1 ; ai Þ
ei ¼ flðei1 ai þ i Þ
end
Then,




n
X




a



a
e
 n
i iþ1
n   n1 2n ja1 a2    an j:


i¼2
P
Proof. First, one notices that en ¼ flð ni¼2 ði aiþ1    an ÞÞ. We will
use the error counters described above. For n floating-point
numbers xi , it is easy to see that [8, chap. 4]
flðx1 þ x2 þ    þ xn Þ ¼ x1 ð1 þ n1 Þ þ x2 ð1 þ n1 Þ
þx3 ð1 þ n2 Þ þ    þ xn ð1 þ 1 Þ:
This implies that
en ¼ fl

n
X

!
ði aiþ1    an Þ

i¼2

¼ flð2 a3    an Þð1 þ n2 Þ
þ flð3 a4    an Þð1 þ n2 Þ þ    þ flðn Þð1 þ 1 Þ:
Furthermore, we have shown before that flða1 a2    an Þ ¼
a1 a2    an ð1 þ n1 Þ. Consequently,
en ¼ 2 a3    an ð1 þ n2 Þð1 þ n1 Þ
þ3 a4    an ð1 þ n3 Þð1 þ n1 Þ þ    þ n ð1 þ 1 Þ:
A straightforward computation yields




n
n
X
X


i aiþ1    an   2n3
ji aiþ1    an j:
en 


i¼2
i¼2
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From (9), we have ji j  epsð1 þ i1 Þja1    ai j, and hence

3.3





n
X


i aiþ1    an   ðn  1Þepsð1 þ n1 Þ2n3 ja1 a2    an j:
en 


i¼2

We define the floating-point predecessor and successor of a real
number r satisfying minff : f 2 IRg < r < maxff : f 2 IFg by

Faithful Rounding

predðrÞ : ¼ maxff 2 IF : f < rg and
succðrÞ : ¼ minff 2 IF : r < fg:

Since epsð1 þ n1 Þ ¼ n1 =ðn  1Þ and 2n3  2n , we obtain
the desired result.
u
t
One may notice that the computation of en is similar to the
Horner scheme. One could have directly applied a result on the
error of the Horner scheme [8, Eq. (5.3), p. 95].
We can finally state the main theorem.
Theorem 2. Suppose Algorithm 6 is applied to floating-point number
Q
ai 2 IF, 1  i  n, and set p ¼ ni¼1 ai . Then,

Definition 1. A floating-point number f 2 IF is called a faithful
rounding of a real number r 2 IR if
predðfÞ < r < succðfÞ:
We denote this by f 2 t
uðrÞ. For r 2 IF, this implies that f ¼ r.

ð10Þ

Faithful rounding means that the computed result is equal to the
exact result if the latter is a floating-point number and otherwise is
one of the two adjacent floating-point numbers of the exact result.

Proof. The fact that res ¼ flðpn þ en Þ implies that res ¼ ð1 þ "Þ
ðpn þen Þ with j"j  eps. So, it follows that

Lemma 2 (Rump et al. [2, Lemma 2.4]). Let r,  2 IR and r~ :¼ flðrÞ.
Suppose that 2jj < epsj~
rj. Then, r~ 2 t
uðr þ Þ, that means r~ is a
faithful rounding of r þ .

jres  pj  epsjpj þ n 2n jpj:

jres  pj ¼ jflðpn þ en Þ  pj ¼ jð1 þ "Þðpn þ en  pÞ þ "pj

!
n

X

i aiþ1    an  p
¼ ð1 þ "Þ pn þ

i¼2

!
n

X

þ ð1 þ "Þ en 
i aiþ1    an þ "p

i¼2



n

X


¼ ð1 þ "Þðen 
i aiþ1    an Þ þ "p by ð8Þ


i¼2




n
X


 epsjpj þ ð1 þ epsÞen 
i aiþ1    an 


i¼2
 epsjpj þ ð1 þ epsÞn1 2n ja1 a2    an j:

Let res be the result of CompProd. Then, we have p ¼ pn þ e and
P
res ¼ flðpn þ en Þ with e ¼ ni¼2 i aiþ1    an . It follows that
p ¼ ðpn þ en Þ þ ðe  en Þ. This leads to the following lemma, which
gives a criterion to ensure that the result of CompProd is faithfully
rounded.
With the previous notations, if 2je  en j < epsjresj, then res is a
faithful rounding of p. Since we have je  en j  n 2n jpj and
ð1  epsÞjpj  n 2n jpj  jresj, a sufficient condition to ensure a
faithful rounding is
2n 2n jpj < epsðð1  epsÞjpj  n 2n jpjÞ;
that is

Since ð1 þ epsÞn1  n , it follows that jres  pj  epsjpj þ
u
t
n 2n jpj.
It may be interesting to study the condition number of the
product evaluation. One defines

condðaÞ ¼ lim sup
"!0

jða1 þa1 Þða2 þa2 Þ    ðan þan Þa1 a2    an j
"ja1 a2    an j

: jai j  "jai j :

n 2n <

Since n 2n  2ðnepsÞ2 =ð1  2nepsÞ2 , a sufficient condition is
2

Corollary 1. Suppose Algorithm 6 is applied to floating-point number
Q
ai 2 IF, 1  i  n, and set p ¼ ni¼1 ai 6¼ 0. Then,
jres  pj
n 2n
 eps þ
condðaÞ:
jpj
n
In fact, if p 6¼ 0, we can rewrite (10) in the following form:
jres  pj
 eps þ n 2n :
jpj
Since n 2n  2n2 eps2 , for n not too large, it follows that n 2n is
negligible compared to eps. As a consequence, the relative error
jres  pj=jpj is of the order of eps, that is to say, the result has
nearly full accuracy. We will show this in Section 3.3.

ðnepsÞ2
ð1  2nepsÞ2

<

1  eps
eps;
2 þ eps

which is equivalent to
neps
<
1  2neps

A standard computation yields
condðaÞ ¼ n:

1  eps
eps:
2 þ eps

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1  epsÞeps
2ð2 þ epsÞ

and then to
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1  eps
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ eps1=2 :
n < pﬃﬃﬃpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 2 þ eps þ 2 ð1  epsÞeps
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ eps1=2 , then res is a faithful
Lemma 3. If n < pﬃﬃpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 1eps
2 2þepsþ2 ð1epsÞeps
rounding of p.
We have just shown that if n < eps1=2 , where   1=2, then
the result is faithfully rounded. More precisely, in double precision
where eps ¼ 253 , if n < 225  5  107 , we get a faithfully rounded
result.
We can propose a weaker form of Lemma 3 but with a nicer
constant if we suppose, for instance, that eps  27 . This is not a
strong assumption since in general eps ¼ 253 or eps ¼ 224 . We
can easily show that if eps  27 and n < ð4=9Þeps1=2 , then res is
a faithful rounding of p.
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3.4

Validated Error Bound

We present here how to compute a valid error bound in pure
floating-point arithmetic in rounding to nearest. It holds that
jres  pj ¼ jflðpn þ en Þ  pj
¼ jflðpn þ en Þ  ðpn þ en Þ þ ðpn þ en Þ  pj
 epsjresj þ jpn þ en  pj
 epsjresj þ jen  ej:
Since jen  ej  n1 2n jpj and jpj  ð1 þ epsÞn1 flðja1 a2    an jÞ, we
obtain
jres  pj  epsjresj þ n1 2n jpj

The following result gives the accuracy of the product of two
double-double numbers.
Theorem 3 (Lauter [15, Thm. 4.7]). Let ah þ al and bh þ bl be the
double-double arguments of Algorithm 8. Then, the returned values rh
and rl satisfy
rh þ rl ¼ ððah þ al Þ  ðbh þ bl ÞÞð1 þ "Þ;
where " is bounded as follows: j"j  16eps2 . Furthermore, we have
jrl j  epsjrh j.

Using (6) and (7), we obtain
jres  pj  flðepsjresjÞ þ ð1 þ epsÞn flðn Þ flð2n Þ flðja1 a2    an jÞ
 flðepsjresjÞ þ ð1 þ epsÞnþ2 flðn 2n ja1 a2    an jÞ


n 2n ja1 a2    an j
 flðepsjresjÞ þ fl
1  ðn þ 3Þeps


n 2n ja1 a2    an j
 ð1 þ epsÞ fl epsjresj þ
1  ðn þ 3Þeps



n 2n ja1 a2    an j 
 fl epsjresj þ
ð1  2epsÞ :
1  ðn þ 3Þeps
We can summarize this as follows:
Lemma 4. Suppose Algorithm 6 is applied to floating-point numbers
Q
ai 2 IF, 1  i  n and set p ¼ ni¼1 ai . Then, the absolute forward
error affecting the product is bounded according to



n 2n ja1 a2    an j 
ð1  2epsÞ : ð11Þ
jres  pj  fl epsjresj þ
1  ðn þ 3Þeps

Results for Algorithm 9 are very similar with a ¼ ah and al ¼ 0.
We can now propose an algorithm that computes the product of
floating-point numbers using internally double-double numbers.
Algorithm 10: Product evaluation with a double-double library
function res ¼ DDProdðaÞ
½h; 1 ¼ ½a1 ; 0
for i ¼ 2 : n
½h; 1 ¼ prod dd dðai ; h; lÞ
end
res ¼ flðh þ lÞ
This algorithm requires 25n  24 flops.
For the sequel, let us denote ’ ¼ epsð1  epsÞ and
n ¼

16neps2
:
1  16neps2

Let us now study the accuracy of the result of Algorithm 10.

We have shown that



n 2n ja1 a2    an j
:
1  ðn þ 3Þeps

Lemma 3 tells us that if 2je  en j < epsjresj, then res is a faithful
rounding of p (where res is the result of CompProd).
As a consequence, if


n 2n ja1 a2    an j
< flðepsjresjÞ;
fl 2
1  ðn þ 3Þeps
then we got a faithfully rounded result. This makes it possible to
check a posteriori if the result is faithfully rounded.

3.5
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Algorithm 9: Multiplication of double-double number by a double
number
function ½rh ; rl  ¼ prod dd dða; bh ; bl Þ
½t1 ; t2  ¼ TwoProductða; bh Þ
t3 ¼ flðða  bl Þ þ t2 Þ
½rh ; rl  ¼ TwoSumðt1 ; t3 Þ

 epsjresj þ n1 2n ð1 þ epsÞn1 flðja1 a2    an jÞ:

jen  ej  fl
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Double-Double Library

Compensated methods are a possible way to improve the accuracy.
Another possibility is to increase the working precision. For this
purpose, one can use the Bailey’s double-double [14]: double-double
numbers are represented as an unevaluated sum of a leading
double and a trailing double. More precisely, a double-double
number a is the pair ðah ; al Þ of floating-point numbers with a ¼
ah þ al and jal j  epsjah j.
In the sequel, we present two algorithms to compute the
product of two double-double or a double times a double-double.
Those algorithms are taken from [15].

Theorem 4. The two values h and l returned by Algorithm 10 applied to
floating-point number ai 2 IF, 1  i  n, satisfy
h þ l ¼ pð1 þ "Þ
with p ¼

Qn

i¼1

ai and

ð1  16eps2 Þn1  1 þ "  ð1 þ 16eps2 Þn1 :
Furthermore, if res ¼ flðh þ lÞ, then we have
jres  pj  epsjpj þ n jpj:
Proof. It comes from the fact that by induction one can show that
the approximation of a1 a2    ak is of the form a1 a2    ak ð1 þ "k Þ
with ð1  16eps2 Þk1  1 þ "k  ð1 þ 16eps2 Þk1 .
We also have
jres  pj ¼ jflðh þ lÞ  pj ¼ jflðh þ lÞ  ðh þ lÞ þ ðh þ lÞ  pj
 epsjpj þ jðh þ lÞ  pj
epsjpj þ j"j  jpj:
It follows that 1 þ "  ð1 þ 16eps2 Þn1  1 þ n [8, p. 63]. As a
consequence,
jres  pj  epsjpj þ n jpj:
t
u

Algorithm 8: Multiplication of two double-double numbers
function ½rh ; rl  ¼ prod dd ddðah ; al ; bh ; bl Þ
½t1 ; t2  ¼ TwoProductðah ; bh Þ
t3 ¼ flðððah  bl Þ þ ðal  bh ÞÞ þ t2 Þ
½rh ; rl  ¼ TwoSumðt1 ; t3 Þ

We can now ask when the result is faithfully rounded. Since
h þ l ¼ pð1 þ "Þ, then it holds that p ¼ h þ l  "p. Furthermore, it
also holds that res ¼ flðh þ lÞ. From Lemma 2, if we prove that
2"jpj < epsjresj, then res is a faithful rounding of p. From the
definition of res, it follows that ð1  epsÞjh þ lj  jresj and so
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TABLE 1
Measured Computing Times with Prod Normalized to 1.0

ð1  epsÞð1 þ "Þjpj  jresj. A sufficient condition to ensure a
faithful rounding is then
2"jpj < epsð1  epsÞð1 þ "Þjpj

and so

2" < epsð1  epsÞð1 þ "Þ;

which is equivalent to
"<

’
:
2’

Since "  n , a sufficient condition is
n <

’
;
2’

which is equivalent to
n<

’
ð1  epsÞeps1
:
¼
16eps2
16

For example, in double precision where eps ¼ 253 , if
n < 249  5  1014 , then we obtain a faithfully rounded result.

3.6

Numerical Experiments

We have performed some numerical experiments to test our new
algorithm on a laptop with a Pentium M processor at 1.73 GHz. We
used gcc version 4.0.2. We compared Prod, CompProd, and DDProd
in terms of measured computing time.
The theoretical ratio for CompProd is 19. From Table 1, we see
that the measured computing time ratio is better than the
theoretical one. The result can be surprising, but as shown in [16],
the compensated algorithms are generally faster than the theoretical performances. This is especially due to a better instructionlevel parallelism.
The theoretical ratio between CompProd and DDProd is approximately 25=19  1:3. As you can see in Table 1, the measured ratio is
about 1.7 when n is sufficiently large. This is in part due to the
renormalization step of double-double that is needed to ensure
that ½h; l satisfies jlj  epsjhj. This renormalization step breaks
instruction-level parallelism.
As we have seen, CompProd is faster than DDProd while the
results share the same accuracy (faithful rounding). In fact, DDProd
is more accurate than CompProd in the sense that DDProd gives a
faithful rounding for n < eps1 whereas CompProd gives a faithful
rounding for n < eps1=2 . Nevertheless, it is quite rare to need to
compute the product of more that 107 double precision floatingpoint numbers. As a consequence, it seems that CompProd is a fast
and accurate algorithm to compute the product of floating-point
numbers.

4
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Horner scheme [3] applied to the polynomial pðxÞ ¼ xn . Results
concerning faithful polynomial evaluation can be found in [4].
A logarithmic algorithm was introduced in [5] using the classic
right-to-left binary exponentiation algorithm and the doubledouble library. Hereafter, we propose a variant of this algorithm
with the left-to-right binary exponentiation algorithm together
with the double-double library. Contrary to the right-to-left
binary exponentiation algorithm, which needs two multiplications
of two double-double numbers, the left-to-right binary exponentiation algorithm only needs a multiplication of two doubledouble numbers and a multiplication of a double number by a
double-double number. Moreover, the multiplication of a doubledouble by a double-double is actually a square so that it can be a
little bit optimized.
Algorithm 11: Power evaluation with double-double
function res ¼ CompLogPowerðx; nÞ
% n ¼ ðnt nt1    n1 n0 Þ2
½h; l ¼ ½1; 0
for i ¼ t : 1 : 0
½h; l ¼ prod dd ddðh; l; h; lÞ
if ni ¼ 1
½h; l ¼ prod dd dðx; h; lÞ
end
end
res ¼ flðh þ lÞ
Theorem 5. The two values h and l returned by Algorithm 11 satisfy
h þ l ¼ xn ð1 þ "Þ
with
ð1  16eps2 Þn1  1 þ "  ð1 þ 16eps2 Þn1 :
Proof. The proof is very similar to the one in [5, Thm. 4]. It
comes from the fact that by induction one can show that
the approximation of xk is of the form xk ð1 þ "k Þ with
u
t
ð1  16eps2 Þk1  1 þ "k  ð1 þ 16eps2 Þk1 .
We still use the notations ’ ¼ epsð1  epsÞ and
n ¼

We still have 1 þ "  ð1 þ 16eps2 Þn1  1 þ n [8, p. 63]. Since
h þ l ¼ xn ð1 þ "Þ, then it holds that xn ¼ h þ l  "xn . Furthermore,
it also holds that res ¼ flðh þ lÞ. From Lemma 2, if we prove that
2"jxn j < epsjresj, then res is a faithful rounding of xn . From the
definition of res, it follows that ð1  epsÞjh þ lj  jresj and so
ð1  epsÞð1 þ "Þjxn j  jresj. A sufficient condition to ensure a
faithful rounding is then
2"jxn j < epsð1  epsÞð1 þ "Þjxn j
2" < epsð1  epsÞð1 þ "Þ;

and so

which is equivalent to
"<

’
:
2’

Since "  n , a sufficient condition is
n <

EXPONENTIATION

In this section, we study two exponentiation algorithms (for
computing xn with x 2 IF and n 2 IN). The first one is linear (in
OðnÞ) whereas the second one is logarithmic (in Oðlog nÞ).
The natural method to compute xn is to apply algorithm
CompProd for ai 2 IF with ai ¼ x for 1  i  n. As a consequence, if
n < 225 then the result is faithfully rounded. This algorithm is also
similar to the one in [5]. It is also the same as the Compensated

16neps2
:
1  16neps2

’
;
2’

which is equivalent to
n<

’
ð1  epsÞeps1
:
¼
16eps2
16

For example, in double precision where eps ¼ 253 , if
n < 249  5  1014 , then we obtain a faithfully rounded result.
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We have compared our algorithm CompLogPower with the rightto-left binary exponentiation algorithm in [5]. Our algorithm is just
1.07 times faster, in average, than the right-to-left binary exponentiation algorithm. The fact to replace a multiplication of two doubledouble numbers by a multiplication of a double number by a
double-double number is not sufficient to obtain a good speedup.

5

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have provided an accurate algorithm for
computing the product of floating-point numbers. We gave some
sufficient conditions to obtain a faithfully rounded result as well
as validated error bounds. We compared this algorithm with the
classic recursive one using internally a double-double library. We
have shown that our algorithm was faster while sharing the same
accuracy. We applied our compensated algorithm to compute
exponentiation of floating-point numbers. We improved this
algorithm by using a double-double library.
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